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Let the color of the wheel work for your garden. It offers simple solutions for combining plants and flowers. Color wheels are the gardener's best friend when it comes to creating a nice garden palette. It is based on three main colors - red, yellow and blue. The full-color wheel resembles a rainbow, with red and orange
next to yellow, followed by green, blue, purple and purple. Generally speaking, warm colors are red through the chartreuse while the cool colors are green through purple. Advertising One is a natural way to combine colors in the garden to choose additional colors. This means that the choice of plants in colors that are
opposite each other on a colored wheel. For example, red opposite green, orange opposite blue, and, as in this bright array, yellow opposite purple. There's a lovely pink and purple anemone - a funny contrast to the golden yellow Californian poppy. A similar palette is also a good way to create harmony in the color of the
garden. In this scheme the shades that are next to each other on the wheel of color - red and yellow, yellow and green, even fuchsia and purple, as in this photo - mix well. It shows pink foxes, blue dolphiniums, pink hydrangea and red lion yawn. Advertising Although it is an easy choice, one color can also put a garden
with visual impact. In monochrome color, you can save all plants of the same shade, or you can integrate different tones of the same shade. Plants can all be the same variety as in this rose garden (malva and bee balm), but a good way to change the vignette is to choose plants that offer the same color color but mix the
size of the foliage and shape. The plant also supplies the landscape with mood based on its color tones. For example, the warm tones of red and orange have movement, bringing vibration and energy to landscapes such as this one, filled with textural foliage of blood grass, cordilin and bronze sedge. Cool colors, on the
other hand, create a discreet, soothing mood. Cool colors include blues, purple, and pale pastels such as these pink petunias paired with white sweet alyssum and burguny 'Redbor' cabbage. Advertising Advertising Another signal from the color of the wheel is to choose plants that are placed equally apart and combine
them; it's called a triad. It's a tricky arrangement to reach, but it's one that can definitely have an impact in terms of color and visual interest. Here, it's done with orange zinnia, double knockout roses, and Mexican sage. To add more variety of plants and flowers to the garden, you can also use a more complex color
composition, such as a double extra. To do this, choose two adjacent colors - red (georgis used and orange-yellow (black-eyed Susan shown here) for example - and choose their additions through the color of the wheel. In that case, it's green and purple. Purple and yellow pops in Gardens, and for good reason: The two
shades are a prime example of matching extra colors from the color of the wheel to the location of the colors, which is nice for the eyes. Here's a yellow pan with blue sage. Advertising This lovely trio of lilies gently steps around one side of the color of the wheel for a lush pastel combination that showcases the calmer,
cooler sides of orange, pink and yellow. Watch this quick video and get even more tips for filling your garden with lots of color. August 1, 1998 3 min read This story appears in the August 1998 issue of . Signing up for the Big Yellow School Bus is hardly the place you'd expect to see students performing wheels and flips,
but kids are flipping for a mobile gym known as Tumblebus. Does the idea of a bus filled with ropes, rings, vaults and beams sound strange? Perhaps, but Tumblebus has successfully parked its program in children's and elementary school a lot since 1987.Tumblebus operators, whose mobile gyms are loaded with
brightly colored physical education equipment, offer 30-minute workouts that teach children basic motor skills. Classes may be held in kindergartens and primary schools, as well as birthdays and other special occasions. Using weekly lesson plans that include Disney themes and children's music, Tumblebus instructors
have set up a station activity to allow students to move from one piece of equipment to another. Schools and kindergartens love this because they can offer parents outside of activities that actually come to their center, says Tumblebus operations manager Larry Scharlow. And, of course, children love the concept.
Tumblebus's full business capabilities package, including bus, training, marketing materials and equipment, costs $29,900. The school bus for 66 passengers has a guarantee for all the main components. Funding is available. For more information, call (812) 945-6866 or visit , ahref' ' Cabinet members Jessica
GoinsSome homeowners are trying to remodel their own kitchens, only to realize that it's not as easy as Bob Vila makes it look on television. Others have a limited budget but still dream about what Martha Stewart is looking at. Dura-Oak, a 24-year-old manufacturer that gives kitchens a new look by refracting existing
cabinets, meets the needs of these homeowners. Dura-Oak dealers use hand stains and trendy colors to update the facades of cabinets - at prices 40 to 60 percent below the usual wardrobe replacement. The starting fee of $5660 covers the cost of educational materials, as well as samples of Dura-Oak products and its
competitors. Dealers receive one to three days of training (depending on previous experience) at the Shreveport Dura Oak, Louisiana, facility. How-to video audio recordings and manuals cover areas such as hiring employees, making sales, advertising, and installation presentations. For The For For more information,
call (800) 228-7702 or visit ahref' ://www.dura-oak.com Golden Pride International in West Palm Beach, Florida, works to help its distributors and customers do just that with its health line and home products. Distributors can sell products - including vitamins and spices - from home using different sales methods: Having
each other say one right option, and selling at trade shows also reaps the benefits. A healthy lifestyle is not a hard sell, says Harry Hersey III, president of Golden Pride. For the first time, he says, the mainstream medical community will put together a document that says, You know what? Vitamins and herbs are actually
good for you. There's no distributor registration fee with a $75 purchase. The $30 distributor's kit includes training materials as well as ongoing support. When you recruit new distributors for your personal group, you get discounts on their sales volumes. For more information, call (561) 640-5700.Contact SourceGolden
Pride International, 1501 Northpoint Pkwy., #100, West Palm Beach, FL 33407. Are you a person who loves diagrams because they make data interesting and easy to understand? Or are you a person who sees the chart and immediately gets stressed? Charts should never make information more confusing. Even if
you're not someone who likes to analyze data, the chart should make understanding of the data faster and less stressful. When the charts are done well, they can communicate data quickly to readers at even the minimum level of data literacy. But when done badly, the charts will have even top analysts scratching their
heads. That's why choosing the right color is important when creating diagrams. Well-chosen colors will make the charts easy to read and the data to be quickly understood. Poorly selected colors will make the diagrams confusing and difficult to understand. Use colors that won't detract from the data. This is one of the
most (if not the most) important moments to remember. The colors you choose should be easy on your eyes and should make your charts easier to understand. This means avoiding glaring neon colors or colors that are very muted and hard to see. Also, don't use too many different colors. Too many colors confuse
readers and distract from the presented data2. Do not use colors on opposite sides of the colored wheel. One of the easiest ways to avoid confusion by readers is to avoid using colors that are on opposite sides of the color wheel. The contrast between the colors will be too much, and this will detract from the data.
Instead, choose cool color palette, or a warm color palette. Cold color palette: Warm color palette:3. Use colors that reflect the theme of information While you should tend to avoid using colors that contrast too strongly, strongly, are some exceptions to this rule. Using colors that reflect the theme to visualize data makes it
easier to understand diagrams. Take this series of diagrams that depict which political party is most common among people with different professions: Because the brand's blue color for Democrats and the red color of the Republican brand, the values attributed to both parties on the charts are painted accordingly. Since
these brand colors are widely known, readers can look at the charts and immediately understand what value belongs to which side, without the need for an actual legend. Create a single look by coloring sections on the graph with different shades of the same color. This way, readers won't be distracted by colors and will
be able to focus entirely on the data. This, as they say, does not alternate sharply between light and dark bars or sections in the middle of the scale; instead, have the colors progress in the gradient.5. Keep the colors consistent throughout the article/reportThis is a basic principle of good design that is worth repeating:
keep the colors you choose consistent. For example, don't paint one diagram green and another in blue. Or, if the chart contains multiple colors, keep the color pattern consistent on all the charts. This not only creates a more cohesive design, but also makes it easier for readers to read charts. If readers know that one
color corresponds to one data category when they see the color used again in another chart, they will immediately realize that it represents the same data category.6 Use bright colors to highlight important lines While it's important not to let color detract from the data, sometimes you want readers to focus on one
particular data point. In this case, use one bright color to distinguish one line, section, or bar on the graph from the rest. Use a darker shade to highlight a specific segment To the last point, if you don't want to use a completely different color to emphasize one point on the graph, you can use a darker shade of the same
color. This method only works for diagrams where each point is separated, meaning it won't work on a pie chart where all sections are attached because they will just mix together! This point is especially important if you want to make sure that your charts are read for color blindness. Common readers may already find it
difficult to distinguish different colors between the different colors in the legend. The task is likely to only be tricky for colorblind readers. Use black text if the background is not black, black text is easiest to read if the background chart is black or other dark color. In this case, use white text. But in most situations, black
text is the most for readers across the board to decipher. 10. To check the check Between colors, convert to grayscaleIt is a simple and effective trick to check if the shades you have chosen are quite different for those who distinguish. You can make a grey image in Word by going to Picture, Picture Color format and
then adjusting the saturation to 0%. If you can't distinguish some sections of the chart from others, once you put it in a gray scale, you'll know to change colors, so the difference is more noticeable. Keep in mind that when choosing the best type of chart for data is important, the actual design elements in the diagram are
just as important. Keep these color chart tips in mind and you'll have no problem creating beautiful and functional charts. Recommended photo credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com unsplash.com color wheel chart for paint. color wheel chart for hair. color wheel chart complimentary colors. color wheel chart with names. color
wheel chart printable. color wheel chart images. color wheel chart for quilting. color wheel chart primary secondary tertiary
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